ABSTRACT

Introduction: Alterations in tendon structure and muscle performance have been suggested as mechanisms driving improvement in pain and function with mid-portion Achilles tendinopathy (AT). However, few trials have used consistent outcome measures to track differences in muscle structure and function, tendon structure and neural and pain associated mechanisms.

Objectives: 1) Identify the outcomes measures used in trials utilising loading protocols for mid-portion AT that assess muscle structure and function, tendon structure and neural and pain associated mechanisms in order to report on the reliability of the identified measures, and 2) Propose a summary of measures for assessment of muscle structure and function, tendon structure and neural and pain associated mechanisms in patients with AT.

Design: Literature Review

Data Sources: Three electronic databases were searched from inception until May 2016 for studies using loading protocols for mid-portion AT.

Eligibility Criteria: Randomized and non-randomized trials of loading protocols for mid-portion AT.

Results: Twenty-eight studies were included; seven assessed muscle, 21 assessed tendon and two assessed neural and pain associated mechanisms. Evidence suggests that isokinetic dynamometry, eccentric-concentric heel raise tests, single leg drop counter-movement jumps or hopping are the most reliable ways to assess muscular adaptation. Assessment of tendon structure is unlikely to have any benefit given it does not appear to correlate to clinical outcomes. The neural and pain associated mechanisms have not been thoroughly investigated.

Conclusion: Further research needs to be done to determine the role of muscle, tendon and neural adaptations using reliable outcome measures during the management of mid-portion AT.

Level Of Evidence: Level Five.
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